Projects
Timber Look
Aluminium

Thinking outside for inside performance

“From simple sophistication to trailblazing
trends, our products exude a distinctive style
to complement your building façade and
enhance your whole project”

visit louvreclad.com
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Project
Bupa Aged Care
Location
142 – 144 Carrington Road, Queens Park
Sydney NSW
Builder
Adco Constructions
Architect
Group GSA

Brief
Bupa Aged Care has a stunning facade to the front of the facility,
incorporating aluminium operable louvre blades from the Oxford
Series® in a timber look powder coated finish.
This provides a long lasting solution for inside building performance
and ensures maximum protection from the elements. High quality
powder coated Timber look louvres are a popular alternative to
traditional timber and have a bespoke appearance that will last for
the long term.

“A stunning timber look finish to Operable Aluminium
blades”
This is complimented with louvred doors and Aluminium window
sun hoods and shades which complete the whole look.
A fantastic outcome.

Nexus Series®

visit louvreclad.com
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Oxford Series®

Polaris Series®

Project
Gold Coast Private Hospital
Location
Parklands Drive, Robina QLD
Builder
Watpac Constructions
Architect
dwp suters Architects

Brief
The astounding $230 million Gold Coast Private Hospital is a
world-class facility which opened in March 2016 and replaced the
Allamanda Private Hospital. The building has been largely based
on the theme of the amazing Gold Coast itself, resulting in the
architecture and interior design of the building reflecting elements
of both the beach & the hinterland, thus creating the look of a
prestigious five star hotel, rather than the traditional approach of
clinical designs.

“Timber grain louvres… with all the benefits of
aluminium!.”
Gold Coast Private Hospital utilised the effect of a natural timber
grain powder coat to create a warm soothing environment for the
hospital exterior, whilst enjoying all the benefits aluminium has to
offer. The coated louvres add a stunning contrast to the hospital
and provide privacy and serenity for both doctors, patients and
family to enjoy.

Barossa Series®

Sheraton Series®

visit louvreclad.com

Louvreclad used the Sheraton Series® Vertical Battens in a timber
grain finish to achieve this stunning effect.
Also powder coated in a timber grain finish was the Barossa Series®
– for stairways, main canopy and walkway areas.
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Project
Allison Gardens Apartments
Location
3 Mt Alexander Rd– Melbourne, VIC
Builder
Buildcorp Commercial
Architect
Map Architecture & Design

Brief
From simple to sophisticated, Louvreclad’s Barossa Series®
screens provide a streamlined look ensuring complete privacy and
sun screening to the patrons of Allison Gardens.
Allison Gardens Apartments utilised the series to provide a natural
looking finish which enhances the overall building concept which
exudes a contemporary style of living.

“the powder coated aluminium in a Knotwood
finish ensures a long lasting finish”
A long lasting alternative to traditional timber batons, the powder
coated aluminium in a Knotwood finish ensures a long lasting,
result for the privacy screens.
They have all the appearance of oiled timber without the
maintenance.

Barossa Series®

visit louvreclad.com
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Project
Pauls High School
Location
70 Primrose Street, BOORAGUL NSW

Brief
Louvreclad was specified to meet the design requirements of St
Pauls High School, designed to last and also add a statement to
the modern look they were after.

“Crisp looking louvre fins add to the 		
professional effect of the 				
Barossa Series®”

Builder
Ware Building Pty Ltd
Architect
Quinn O’Hanlon Architects

The Barossa Series® is a popular choice for educational
application as its long lasting aluminium properties make it one of
the best on the market.
Crisp looking louvre fins add to the professional effect of both the
Barossa Series® and fits the architects vision for clean aesthetics
and practical application.

Barossa Series®

visit louvreclad.com
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Project
Kookai
Location
Pacific Fair, Gold Coast QLD
Builder
Abri Projects

Brief
Kookai looks modern and sophisticated with a timber look
aluminium from the Bremer Series®
Specified by the architect, Louvreclad designed, manufactured
and installed the fixed louvres for the Kookai store at Pacific Fair,
Gold Coast. Deigned for maximum impact, the Bremer Series®
delivers an outstanding result.

Architect
Alexandercavill Architects

“Designed for maximum impact, the 		
Bremer Series delivers an outstanding 		
result”
The brief also involved installation at night, which added to the
challenge. Louvreclad needed to ensure each blade was perfect
and the timber look finish impeccable. A bespoke solution which
will stand the test of time.
The Bremer Series® is a superior sunscreen system that enhances
contemporary architecture. An ideal solution for Kookai.

Bremer Series®

visit louvreclad.com
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“Our specialist team injects expertise at
every step – from initial design and planning
right through to installation or delivery”

visit louvreclad.com
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call

1300 165 678

email sales@louvreclad.com
mail

PO Box 486 Booval, QLD, 4304

visit

louvreclad.com
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